are explicitly given. The single input quadratic cost formulation contains exactly n independent parameters (functions).
0018-9286/84/0800-0735$01.00 01984 IEEE the calculation of J ( u ) and in the F-equivalence class there exists the possibility of further reducing redundant data of J( u*).
The minimal optimal solution can be obtained by using the state feedback controller' u*(t)= -K ( t )
x ( t ) with K ( t ) = B ' ( t ) P ( t ) + S ' ( t )
where P ( r ) is the symmetric positive definite solution of Riccati differential equation -P ( t ) = A'P + PA + Q -(PB + S)( PB + S)' with P( t') = F.
Let F ( t ) = P(t)+ L(r) where L ( f ) is any known, differentiable, and symmetric n X n matrix, then the Riccati equation is -p ( t ) = A'p + FA + -( F B + s)(FB + s)', with p(tl) = F + L(rl) where G = Q -A'L
The feedback gain matrix K ( t ) does not change when one replaces P and S by and 3, respectively. The quadratic optimization formulation thus has its equivalent description with the cost functional -L A -L , a n d S = S -L B .
In the next section, with restriction to the K-equivalence class, upper bounds on the number of the independent parameters for the cases S ( t ) = 0 and S ( t ) f 0 are given. Proot It is sufficient to note that in the matrix G-' = ( y U i ) defined ' S r in [9, proof of Lemma 81 the nonzero elements of yUi appear for 1 6 u Q rpi only and we now have pi = 1 for each i, rl + 1 < i < m.
We now consider the controllable system where A ( t ) and B ( t ) are of F~~ example, the Brunovsky form, respectively, [9] with cost function having S ( t ) = 0.
Because of the canonical form for A ( t ) and B ( t ) there are model equations of the form ii = xi+l corresponding to 1's on the super 10 diagonal of A ( t ) and 0's in B ( t ) . In this case consider the term i = Pk, j = pk f o r s + t , l < s , t < m .
l 1 1 2~P l . P l + P , (~) X P l X P I + P 2~~ qi,i+l(z)xixi+l of the cost function.
So

= Q
S l~~~~1~p~+ l + 6 2~~~~1~p~ ... which can be added to 2x'S(t)u and S, terms which involve the values of which contains 'terms that depend only on the endpoints at t o and rl and the matrix Q(t) could be reduced to the form Of a term which can be added to the qil(r)x: term in x'Q(t)x.
--
. . . . We now are in a position to deal with the system matrix A further. We In addition there are n ( n +1)/2 constantsin x'(tl)Fx(tl).
consider the time-invariant case, a slight modification for time-variant eliminated. In fact, using the same technique, one can deal with terms of A reordering of the state variable, by an orthogonal transformation the form qij(t)xixj for which X = Jx yields It is noted that in case S ( t ) # 0 even more elements in x'Qx might be case will be given later. Transformation T( t ) , defined above, preserves the forms of a and h to be like those of x and B, respectively, hence the technique used for reducing Q(t) is still available in the present case. It should be observed that for T( t ) defined above we have det T( t ) = 1 and its elements involve some elements of A ( t ) and their h t derivatives only which implies that
T ( t ) is a Lyapunov transformation provided A ( t ) E C2 on [ r,, r,].
We now summarize these results as follows. Theorem 2.1: Assume that the system is controllable and B( t ) is of full rank. on [to,rl]. The functions r 0 ( f ) ; , . , r n -, ( r ) defined above are assumed to be constants on [r,,t,] and ro(t)+ ... + rn-,(r)= n. The upper bounds of the independent parameters in the integral quadratic cost formulation can then be described as in Table I. 
INDEPENDENT P A R~~R S IN F-EQUIVALENT CLASS
In this section we restrict attention to the case r1 = ro ( = m ) (the extension to the case rl < ro is straightforward but somewhat more involved.)
For the F-equivalent class, we can take the system x = Ax + Bu with the cost functional as our starting point, where x a n d B were described above with rl = m , respectively. We now apply a h e a r state feedback controller u = Gx + u in the system, which leads to the closed-loop system as its system matrix. It can also be seen that a suitable choice of G would make A= be a stable constant matrix even though d is a time-variant one.
Having done this, we now replace P ( r ) in the corresponding Riccati differential equation by P ( t ) = P ( t ) + L ( r ) which leads to cost functional w h e r e~=~-, ? L -L A = -i , ? = S -L B , a n d F = F . + L ( t , ) .
It can be easily checked that matrix L(r) specified by which is strictly less than q1 defined above except for m = 1.
Theorem 3.1: For a controllable time-variant system with rl = r, = m , its quadratic cost formulation can be reduced to another formulation in the F-equivalent class which has at most mn + ( m ( m -1)/2) independent parameters (functions).
= m n -
